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Optical manipulation of entanglement harnessing the frequency degree of freedom is important for
encoding of quantum information. We here devise a phase-resonant excitation mechanism of an atomic
interface where full control of a narrowband single-photon two-mode frequency entangled state can be
efficiently achieved.We illustrate the working physical mechanism for an interface made of cold 87Rb atoms
where entanglement is well preserved from degradation over a typical 100 mm length scale of the interface
and with fractional delays of the order of unity. The scheme provides a basis for efficient multi-frequency
and multi-photon entanglement, which is not easily accessible to polarization and spatial encoding.
T
he advent of optical quantum information processing has placed stringent requirements on the ability to
handle nonclassical states such as single-photon and entangled states. At variance with weak coherent light
beams, which can also be used as pseudo–photon sources, single-photon Fock states either on demand or
heralded guarantee conditional security, e.g., in quantum cryptography1 and are crucial in optical information
processing2–5. Single-photon entangled states, in particular, can be generated and employed, e.g., for teleportation6
and linear optics quantum computation7. This is a basic form of entanglement and it is in principle isomorphic to
any other kind of two-photon entanglement8,9.
Single-photon spatial entanglement, e.g., is attained by splitting a single-photon Fock state on a 50/50 beam
splitter. Because the photon itself cannot be split, quantummechanics prescribes that the photon must take both
paths at once, thereby entangling the two spatial modes at the outputs of the beam-splitter. Such a single-photon
entangled state realizes an optical qubit, where information can be encoded. Single-photon frequency entangle-
ment can also be exploited to realize frequency qubit encoding10, which uses discrete orthogonal modes in the
frequency domain rather than spatial modes. This kind of encoding appears more suitable to multi-mode
entanglement11,12 and quantum information can benefit from multi-frequency encoding in much the same
way as classical communication has from the introduction of frequency multiplexing.
We here show that single-photon frequency entanglement can be efficiently controlled trough an interface
made of an optically dense sample of cold atoms. This would be crucial toward the realization of quantum
memories that work with single-photonmultimode entangled states2; in the followingwe specifically illustrate the
case of a single-photon two-mode frequency entangled state of the form,
Wej i~ 1ﬃﬃ
2
p 0m,1p
 zeiwg 1m,0p  : ð1Þ
The photon excitation is simultaneously shared by two atomic transitions of frequency vp and vm (See Fig. 1),
with j0m, 1pæ and j1m, 0pæ being the states with the photon created in one or the other frequency mode, whose
phase relation should remain fixed to preserve entanglement through the interface. The state jWeæ, an archetype of
frequency entanglement, can be conditionally generated by standard techniques using parametric downconver-
sion where a crystal with x(2) nonlinearity is pumped at two different frequencies13. A signal and idler photon pair
is generated in two different spatial directions and detection of one idler photon heralds the presence of a photon
along the signal path. Indistinguishability between which pump has generated the photon pair leads to the
superposition state (1), with the two possible alternatives of a single-photon with frequency vm andvp and with
a relative phase wg set by the generation scheme. It is worth noting that standard optical manipulations can be
used to convert jWeæ into a familiar single-photon spatialmode entangled state, namely through a unitary
operation which redefines the state into a truly nonlocal entanglement14.
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Routing the entangled state (1) requires a very good degree of
control over the photon propagation and most importantly over
the photon’s quantum state. Routing has to preserve entanglement,
in fact, and should perform sufficiently large and flexible delays to be
useful in all-optical processing. We show that this can be achieved
through a phase-resonant excitation mechanism of an atomic inter-
face where the two constraints above can be satisfied. The mech-
anism mainly relies, in contrast to previous studies15, on dark-state
matching effects which make our single-photon two-mode fre-
quency entangled state particularly easy to control.
The underpinning features of the interface can be understood by
considering an ultracold sample of N atoms placed at random posi-
tions in a volume V in the three-level double-L interaction scheme16
described in Fig. 1. The interface coupling dynamics is studied by
considering for each of the two frequency-bins a weak quasi-mono-
chromatic field with mean frequency vm and vp and corresponding
wave-number km and kp. In the plane-wave representation the field
amplitude operator E^zm z,tð Þ comprises a finite number of modes
each described by Heisenberg photon annihilation operators17. In
such a narrow-band approximation and to the lowest order in the
(weak) field this is found to obey the equation of motion,
1
c
L
Lt
z
L
Lz
 
E^zm z,tð Þ^{i
Aov21
~dm
E^zm z,tð Þ
z
A1v21
~dm
hVcm
2
p^S z,tð Þei kcmz{vcmtð Þ,
ð2Þ
where ~dm~dmzic2~vm{v21zic2 is the complex detuning
expressed in terms of the excited state decay rate (c2) while
Ao~ N=Vð Þ| E^:d12ð Þ2
	
2EohC~A1| E^:d12ð Þ, with d12 the electric-
dipole matrix element between the states j1æ and j2æ. A similar result
obtains for the othermode operator E^zp z,tð Þ. The two fields are taken
here with the same polarization (^E). The operator p^ z,tð Þ on the right
hand side of (2) describes a collective atomic excitation and can
likewise be expressed in terms of a quasi-monochromatic plane-wave
expansions of atomic Heisenberg operators. The relevant evolution
equation is,
ih
L
Lt
p^ z,tð Þ^ h~v31
2
z
h Vcmj j2
4~dm
 
p^ z,tð Þ{iV

cm E^
:d12ð Þ
2~dm
E^zm z,tð Þe{i kcmz{vcmtð Þ

 
z m<pf g,
ð3Þ
where ~dp~dpzic2~vp{v21zic2 and ~v31~v31{ic3 is expressed
in terms of the two hyperfine ground levels dephasing (c3). The last
term within brackets is obtained from the previous one with the
interchange m « p. Upon Fourier transforming (2–3) in time one
is left with a set of coupled eq.s describing the spatial evolution of the
two modes amplitude operators E^zm z,vð Þ and E^zp z,vð Þ inside the
interface. In particular, these eq.s contain on the right hand side of
LE^zm z,vð Þ
	
Lz and LE^zp z,vð Þ
.
Lz both self-coupling and cross-coup-
ling terms. The former basically represent the propagation of each
field mode in the presence of the corresponding coupling beam, as
for a typical L-configuration supporting electromagnetically
induced transparency18. The latter terms originate instead from the
interaction between the far-detuned and the nearly resonant field
mode (Cf. Fig. 1). Solutions of these coupled eq.s yield E^zm z,vð Þ
and E^zp z,vð Þ; upon converting back to the time-domain the result-
ing amplitude operators E^zm z,tð Þ and E^zp z,tð Þ can be rewritten in
terms of the corresponding free-space operators E^0mz z,tð Þ and
E^0pz z,tð Þ as,
E^zm z,tð Þ
E^zp z,tð Þ
 !
~
Emm ~dm,z
 
eiDwc ei
D
c z{ctð ÞEmp ~dp,z
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0
B@
1
CA E^0mz z,tð Þ
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 !
:
ð4Þ
Similar operators transformation (4) have been used in investi-
gations of quantum optical properties of parametric processes in
atomic media such as amplification enhancement19, mirrorless osci-
lations20, quantum noise and correlations in wave mixing21, efficient
single-photon frequency switching and entangled state generation15,
just to mention a few.
Here we use instead (4) to discuss a phase-resonant mechanism to
control and especially to preserve the frequency-bin entangled state
(1) through the interface of Fig. 1. It should be noted that in general
the propagation of one field excitation that is shared between two
atomic frequency transitions naturally tends to contaminate the
quality of the entanglement. Two frequency modes sufficiently sepa-
rated from one another may exhibit in fact appreciably different
dispersion and absorption. In addition, the two coupling beams, each
separately coupled to the two frequency components of the single-
photon, naturally triggers a mode mixing which further spoils
entanglement.
Results
The four complex amplitudes E’s in (4) determine the evolution of
the photon’s electric field through the interface. The evolution
depends, in particular, on the lasers initial relative phase Dwc as
expected for a closed-loop excitation structure where the two modes
interact through a common spin-coherence. Each amplitude’s
expression is rather involved, yet for nearly resonant Raman transi-
tions (dp^dcp and dm^dcm) and in the limit of Raman detunings for
which D? dp,c2
 
, the overall space-dependence of Emp can be
rewritten (dcp 5 0, dcm 5 D) as a superposition of two waves,
Emp^ 12 e
i n {1ð Þvpzc {ei nz{1ð Þ
vpz
c
n o
ð5Þ
Figure 1 | Atomic interface for a single-photon frequency-bin entangled
state. A sample of cold atoms loaded into a magneto-optical trap (MOT)
and initially pumped to state | 1æ is used as interface. Two continuous
strong coupling beams vcm and vcp, with the same polarization and Rabi
frequencyVc but different detunings from the excited state | 2æ, control the
coupling of the frequency entangled state (1) to the interface. The relevant
wavepacket of lengthL and bandwidth such that c	L c2=D is doubleL-
resonant with the coupling beams (vm 2 vcm 5 vp 2 vcp) through a
nearly-resonant (dp c2) and a far off-resonant (dm?dp) (Raman)
transition between the two hyperfine electronic ground states | 1æ and |3æ.
Under such conditions non-resonantly excited coherences30 can be
neglected and control of the entangled state is described by the closed set of
coupled equations (2–3). The energy level scheme corresponds to the D2
line in 87Rb (52S1/2R 5
2P3/2) with a transition wavelength l21 5 780.24 nm.
Hyperfine ground state dephasing and excited state relaxation rate are
c3 5 2p 3 1 kHz and c2 5 2p 3 6 MHz.
ð3Þ
ð Þ
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and similarly for
Epp^ 12 e
i n {1ð Þvpzc zei nz{1ð Þ
vpz
c
n o
ð6Þ
where the detuning and space dependences have been conveniently
omitted on purpuse. We denote by
n ^1{
Aoc
2
dpzic3
~dp dpzic3
 
{ Vc=2ð Þ2
ð7Þ
and
nz^1{
2Aoc
~dpzD
ð8Þ
the complex refractive index exhibited by the atomic interface
respectively on the nearly-resonant transition and on the far-detuned
Raman transition (See Fig. 1). The remaining matrix terms Epm and
Emm in (4) can be shown to obtain respectively from Emp and Epp
upon a suitable replacing of vpR vm and ~dp?~dm{D.
The evolution of the frequency-bin entanglement, on the other
hand, is studied by seeking the conditions under which the initial
state (1) maintains the form,
Wej i?ap z,tð Þ 0m,1p
 zam z,tð Þ 1m,0p , ð9Þ
with the entanglement clearly being preserved when the two ampli-
tudes in (9) remain equal to those in (1). The evolution hinges on the
space-time dependence of the complex amplitudes ap(z, t) and
am(z, t) and this is what we now compute. The square magnitude
jap(z, t)j2 represents the normal-ordered averaged Poynting vector
Sp(z, t) 5 ÆWej5Sp(z, t)5jWeæ in the mode p across the interface, scaled
to the single-photon incident pulse peak power density So. Similarly
for jam(z, t)j2. The field correlators required to obtain Sm(z, t) and
Sp(z, t)22 are computed using the fact that at some given referen-
ce time (t) across an interface the expectation values are in-
dependent of the representation. For a single-photon wavepacket
of length L and with a Gaussian frequency distribution
jm,p vð Þ~ L2
	
2pc2
 1=4
e{L
2 v{vm,pð Þ=4c2 one obtains after some
lengthily algebra,
S
p
m z,tð Þ^ So
2
E{c z,tð Þ+iEzs z,tð Þeid zð Þ+2if
 2: ð10Þ
where the upper and lower signs denote specifically So 3 jam(z, t)j2
and So 3 jap(z, t)j2. Evolution of the entanglement hinges on the
interference of the two envelopes,
E{c z,tð Þ~ cos W|e{k{vpz=ce{ z{v
{
g tð Þ2
	
Lv{g =cð Þ2 ð11Þ
and
Ezs z,tð Þ~ sin W|e{kzvpz=ce{ z{v
z
g tð Þ2
	
Lvzg =cð Þ2 : ð12Þ
These are modulated Gaussians propagating at different group velo-
cities v+g , damping over different length scales and subject, in addi-
tion, to an important (out-of-phase) modulation with a phase
W^ Dwc{wg
 	
2.
Interference can easily be controlled both through this external
phase and through the internal optical response of the atoms,
respectively, through the couplings relative phase (Dwc) and through
the real (g6) and imaginary (k6) parts of n6 in (7–8). The medium
response controls, in particular, the phase d zð Þ^ gz{g{
 
vpz
	
c
of the interference term in (10), responsible for photon swapping
between the two modes.
We first illustrate a situation, a main point in our proposal, where
the interface can be tuned to avoid degradation of the state (1). The
frequency-bin entangled state (1) remains largely unspoiled, in fact,
for a vanishing (pulse) detuning dp and for coupling beams relative
phases such that Dwc 2 wg 5 2n 3 p, as shown in Fig.s 2a. This
corresponds to a phase W for which Ezs z,tð Þ?0 in (10). Physically,
this arises from the matching of dark states, and can be understood
supposing that each component of the entangled state creates its own
dark state through the corresponding coupling beam. When the two
dark states exactlymatch to one another the atomswill loosely couple
to the two field modes leading to a regime of reduced absorption and
slow-light propagation (Fig. 2a). For coupling beams of the same
intensities this occurs23 for a photon Rabi frequencies such that
Vp 5 Vm and under the (four-photon) resonance condition
vm 2 vcm 5 vp 2 vcp, both clearly met here. Within such a regime
the entangled wavepacket can be delayed up to nearly 5 times the
temporal width (t) with negligible losses over a 500 mm long inter-
face. This amounts to fractional delays - the ratio between the abso-
lute delay*L
.
v{g and the pulse width t - of the order of 5 occurring
with very modest absorption and pulse deformation. Dark-state
matching (Fig. 2a) sets an upper bound on the actual capability to
perform reversible mapping24 of the entangled state (1). Conversely,
when Dwc 2 wg 5 (2n 1 1) 3 p the other amplitude Ezc z,tð Þ?0 in
(9), atoms will now couple to the photon field making both modes to
quickly dissipate through the sample (Fig. 2b).
We also include in the discussion a somewhat opposite situation in
which the entanglement is largely spoiled. That occurs for coupling
phases Dwc such that Dwc 2 wg 5 (2n 1 1) 3 (p/2) and dp 5 0, as
shown in Fig.s 2(c, d). The resulting space–time evolution of the
Figure 2 | Entanglement evolution. Power density distribution from (10)
yielding the evolution of the single-photon frequency-bin entangled
state (1) through a 87Rb MOT trap of length L 5 1000 mm and density
N/V 5 5 3 1013 cm23 (See interface Fig. 1). The single-photon wavepacket
has a t 5 5.2 msec long Gaussian envelope with a detuning dp 5 0 and a
mode separation D 5 20 3 c2 while the Rabi frequency of the coupling
beams isVc 5 23 c2. Clockwise from (a)R (d) the relative phaseDwc 2wg
takes respectively the values {0, p,p/2,p/2}. Slow evolution takes place with
little absorption preserving the state (a), with quite strong damping (b) or
through damped coherent spatial oscillations between mode p (c) and
mode m (d). The wavepacket evolution occurs with an overall velocity
(orange dashed) v{g ^21 m=sec (a), v
z
g ^3:3|10
3 m=sec (b) and
v^42 m=sec (c, d). Color dots in (c,d) depict the wavepacket drift due to
absorption. Note the different length scales in Fig. 2a and Fig. 2(c, d).
www.nature.com/scientificreports
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entangled state (9) exhibits spatial oscillations between its two fre-
quency components with a significant damping over much shorter
lengths, as we may see by comparing Fig. 2a and Fig.s 2(c, d). Such a
characteristic coherent photon swapping between the two-frequency
bins arises frommaximum interference of the two envelopes E{c z,tð Þ
and Ezs z,tð Þ in (10). In spite of the different spreading of these two
envelopes, the entangled state wavepacket evolves at a velocity that
locks at u^2|v{g , as it may be directly inferred from the composi-
tion of the slow (v{g ) and fast (v
z
g ) velocities components in (10).
Actual departures of the photon wavepacket overall evolution
from u are due to increasing values of the absorption with dis-
tance. Notice that only few times can entanglement be recovered over
a typical 100 mm length scale. As inferred from (7–8) and (10),
this occurs almost periodically at specific points spaced by
Losc^2pc
	
vp gz{g{
 
. By varying Losc, modifying for instance
the atomic response through the pulse detuning dp (see eq.s 7–8),
one may in principle adjust the position where entanglement is
retained15, though this is clearly not practical. For the realistic inter-
face parameters of Fig. 2, a sizable level of decoherence due to losses
seems to further prevent such a depth-dependent entanglement from
maintaining the original state (1).
The three different damping situations are detailed in Fig. 3, where
we plot the spatial damping of themaximum degree of entanglement.
Notice that preserving the entanglement is rather sensitive to the
pulse detuning dp from resonance (dashed).
Discussion
The present phase-resonant atomic interface mechanism requires
narrowband single-photon states. Spontaneous parametric down-
conversionmay be a suitable candidate for the generation of the state
jWeæ in (1). Alternatively, two concomitant spontaneous Raman scat-
tering processes may be used, namely by pumping the atomic
ensemble with two pump beams of different frequencies and a fixed
phase relation between them. Raman scattering is responsible for the
emission of idler (Stokes) and signal (anti-Stokes) twin photons with
positive and negative frequency shifts, relative to the two pumps. In
the presence of only one pump, the observation of a photon in the
idler mode would herald the emission of a signal photon with a
well defined frequency, determined by the pump frequency as
demonstrated in25. In our case, however, in which both pumps are
present, the above emission process will occur through either pump
with low but nearly equal probabilities, hence the observation of an
idler photon heralds the emission of a signal single-photon. The
probability of both processes occurring simultaneously is negligible
for sufficiently weak coupling beams. However, the detection of the
single idler photon does not reveal, even in principle, which pump
has triggered the emission of the photon in the signal channel. Such
an indistinguishability clearly results in the generation of the super-
position state (1). The phase wg of state (1) is determined by the
relative phase between the two coupling beams and can be easily
adjusted to have the desired value. Such an initial phase can also
be fully characterized with homodyne tomography (See e.g.13,26),
prior propagation through the interface.
Themain advantages of the analytical approach adopted in solving
the coupled evolution eq.s (2–3) are the physical insight into the
nature of a new control mechanism for a frequency-quibit and the
ease in computing all different aspects of its evolution (see e.g.
Fig.s 2a–2d). Following eq. (10), in fact, control of the frequency-
bin entangled state hinges on the interference of the two modulated
Gaussians envelopes Ezs z,tð Þ and E{c z,tð Þ and is attained by manip-
ulating both the internal optical response of the atoms and the
(external) coupling relative phase Dwc. Loss of entanglement due to
absorption, dispersion and mixing intrinsic to the resonant excita-
tion of the interface’s double-lambda configuration of Fig. 1 is all
embedded in the joint space-time evolution of Ezs z,tð Þ and E{c z,tð Þ.
Notice that the evolution of the frequency-bin entangled state is in
general determined not only by themagnitude of the complex ampli-
tudes ap(z, t) and am(z, t) but also by their relative phase. Only in the
relevant situation of Fig. 2a, can such a relative phase be shown to
remain essentially constant during propagation, at variance with the
situation of Fig. 2(c, d) where the twomode components accumulate
steep variations of the relative phase during propagation. This fur-
ther complicates the possibility of achieving depth-dependent entan-
glement of two Fock-states15.
Although the present analysis has been carried out for the single-
photon entangled state (1) control interface, the transformation (4)
may also be directly used to study the case of a two-photon entangled
state - with results that can be derived in a similar way - or to study
extensions to control multi-photons entanglement. Extensions to
control of a multi-frequency entangled state may also be conceived.
In this case the frequency domain can be divided into several fre-
quency bins, corresponding to different atomic transitions, where
quantum information can be encoded. The interface mechanism
would become an efficient control tool for multi-frequency entan-
glement in quantum memories based on atomic ensembles. To this
extent, it should be noted that reversible mapping of multi fre-
quency-entanglement24 would require coherence times which are
largely independent of the number of (frequency) modes. This is at
variance e.g. with recent schemes for time-bin multimode entangle-
ment26,27 that are bound to work with a restricted number of time-
bins. It is finally worth to emphasize that our scheme is rather
general, in terms of the underlying working mechanism, though
the above analysis specifically relates to a cold atoms interface30. It
may well be adapted to other interfaces including atomic ensembles
in solids such as e.g. crystals doped with rare-earth-metal ions28 or
with N-V color centers29, both having a potential for developing
quantum information architectures based on solid devices. Dark-
state matching, in particular, is expected to remain robust providing
a mean to compensate for differential dispersion and absorption also
in these crystals.
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